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A omplex two-parameter model resembling the lassial voter model is introdued to desribe
maroeologial properties of tropial tree ommunities. Monte-Carlo type omputer simulations are
performed on the model, investigating speies abundanes and the spatial distribution of individuals
and speies. Simulation results are ritially ompared with the experimental data obtained from
a tree ensus on a 50 hetares area of the Barro Colorado Island (BCI), Panama. The model
parameters are optimized for reproduing quantitatively the experimental results from the BCI
dataset.
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I. INTRODUCTION
On long time salesevolutionary timethe partiu-
lar harateristis of speies evolve widely from birth to
extintion, while throughout eologial time most speies
persist sometimes for deades or even enturies [1, 2℄.
Their organization in omplex networks of loal om-
munities and extended metaommunities is subjet to
abundant variations in terms of relative distributions.
Usually, speies maintain themselves with onstant abun-
dane but, from time-to-time, proesses suh as invasion
or suession produe fast regrouping throughout a par-
tiular site or region [3℄.
Maroeology [2, 4, 5℄ studies the relationships be-
tween organisms and their environment at large spatial
sales in order to haraterize and explain universal sta-
tistial patterns of abundane, distribution and diversity
[68℄. A variety of models and methods from statisti-
al physis are appropriate for the study of eosystem
dynamis, in whih the main entities are either many
individual organisms within populations, or many speies
within loal, regional or ontinental ommunities [913℄.
The remarkable regularities in patterns of data on how
speies originates, persist, assemble in groups, and even-
tually go extint, suggest the existene of general meh-
anisms from whih the biodiversity and the struture of
eologial ommunities originate [13℄. The diulties in
explaining the biologial diversity of suh systems origi-
nate from the very dierent spatial and temporal sales,
starting with the evolution and biogeographi distribu-
tion of speies and ending with individual births and
deaths in loal ommunities. Present approahes for de-
sribing the dynamis of population genetis and eology
onsider either the importane of the geneti tness or
the inuene of random events governing birth, death and
migration phenomena [1℄. There are thus two main, but
oniting perspetives on the nature of eologial om-
munities: the nihe-assembly and the dispersal-assembly
perspetive [1, 2℄. In the present work we intend to use
this seond approah, onstruting a simple spatially ex-
pliit stohasti model for desribing the relative speies
abundane and the spatial diversity patterns of trees in
a tropial forest [1416℄.
II. NEUTRAL MODELS
Nowadays sientist argue that eologial systems of
similar speies that ompete with eah-other only for the
2limited amount of natural resoures an be suessfully
approahed by means of neutral models. One of the rst
and most widely used neutral models is that of Stephen
Hubbell [1, 17℄, who assumed in his theory that within
groups of eologially similar speies, individuals ll the
landsapes up to a point of saturation and the dynamis
of all these speies is governed by the same birth-, death-,
migration- and mutation-rates. This simple neutrality
priniple allows us to study a wide variety of systems by
means of stohasti omputer simulations and to use the
methods of statistial mehanis to get analytial results
[1822℄.
Tropial forests [1416, 23℄ ontain a wider variety of
tree speies ompared to northern oniferous forests (2
orders of magnitude larger), and it is believed that suh
systems are muh loser to the neutrality assumption.
Sine the number of mature individual trees in equal-
area samples of eah forest type is almost the same, the
inrease in the abundane of a partiular speies needs to
be ompensated by a derease in another speies's pop-
ulation.
In order to develop an appropriate model, one needs
to take into aount the whole set of fators inuen-
ing ommunity omposition: births, deaths, immigration
and (on longer time sales) speiation. These proesses
interat in a omplex manner and produe the ommonly
observed empirial patterns of diversity and distribution
of abundanes. The model should presribe, for eah gen-
eration, a method for hoosing the speies identity of the
individuals that die and those that will oupy (by birth
or immigration) the vaanies reated. A simple method
whih desribes fairly well the above mentioned proesses
is the one developed by Hubbell and it is alled zero-sum
eologial drift [1, 17℄. This method implies that the re-
plaing speies are drawn at random from the existing
ommunity of speies. The eologial drift is onneted
to the random replaement proess and assumes that all
individuals, regardless of speies, have equal probabili-
ties of giving birth, dying, immigrating or aquiring a
mutation to generate a speiation event. The eologial
drift does not imply an equal hane for eah speies to
ll a given vaany. Obviously, the greater probability
of being drawn into a vaany belongs to more abun-
dant speies. A remarkable observation is that individu-
als are equal, but speies, as olletive entities, are not.
In Hubbell's model [1, 17℄ the eologial drift, with no ad-
ditional mehanism is enough to produe the patterns of
speies abundane and diversity observed in nature. In
partiular, the ommunity of tropial trees is very well
desribed by these neutral models and neutrality will be
also the basis of the approah onsidered in this work.
Contrary to earlier modeling eorts [1, 17, 24℄, here we
will ontinue the novel idea introdued by Zillio et al.
[25℄, and a spatially expliit model resembling the las-
sial voter model will be studied. In our approah we
will onsider, however, a more omplex, two-parameter
version, whih is not suitable for an analytial study. We
will argue why it is important to make the model on-
sidered in [25℄ more omplex, and we will determine the
best parameters for optimally reproduing the measured
maroeologial patterns.
III. RELEVANT MACROECOLOGICAL
MEASURES
In order to desribe the statistis of speies sizes in
meta- or loal eologial ommunities, the main mea-
sure whih is usually onsidered is the Relative Speies
Abundanes (RSA) and the Rank-Abundane distribu-
tion. Provided our data is spatially aurate, and we
know the loation of eah individual, we an also inves-
tigate the speies-area saling and the auto-orrelation
funtion for the individuals of a given speies. We will
disuss briey these measures here.
A. Relative speies abundane distribution (RSA)
The relative speies abundane distribution is intro-
dued for haraterizing the frequeny of speies with
a given abundane [16, 26℄. Three dierent types of
plots are generally used (Fig. 1) for representing speies-
abundane distribution. Historially the rst, and thus
also the most widespread, representation of speies abun-
danes is due to Preston [26℄, who onsidered exponen-
tially inreasing abundane intervals (i.e. ai, i = 1, 2, . . .
with xed a), and plotted the number of speies found
within these intervals as a funtion of i. Preston's plot is
motivated by the fat that abundanes an vary in wide
limits and there are relatively small numbers of abundant
speies. By onsidering xed length abundane intervals
one would get large statistial utuations on the tail of
the urve. For widely dierent ommunities, the Preston
plot has a gaussian-like shape. As an example for suh a
representation, on Fig. 1a we illustrate the shape of RSA
for the Barro Colorado tropial forest tree ensus. In this
ase however, the urve does not show a lear gaussian
shape.
A seond way of representing the speies abundane
distribution is arranging the speies in dereasing or-
der by their abundanes and plotting the speies's rank
versus its abundane (rank-abundane plot) on a log-
log sale [10, 12, 13℄. This type of representation is
inspired by several abundane studies in soiology and
eonomis, leading to the very general Pareto-Zipf distri-
bution. For the Barro Colorado tropial tree ensus the
rank-abundane plot is illustrated on Fig. 1b.
The third and mathematially most rigorous way of
representing the speies-abundane distribution is plot-
ting the mathematial distribution funtion ρ(s), i.e. the
probability density for nding a speies with a given s
abundane. For most of the neutral-like ommunities
this distribution funtion has a tilted J shape on a log-log
sale. As an example, on Fig. 1 we plot this probability
density for the Barro Colorado tropial tree ensus. It is
3worth mentioning that ρ(s) an be derived from the Pre-
ston plot by dividing the number of individuals in eah
interval with the length of the interval, and plotting on
log-log sale this quantity versus the mean abundane in
the given interval. It is also easy to realize that the rank-
abundane plot is related to the umulative distribution
funtion orresponding to the ρ(s).
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FIG. 1: RSA for the 50 ha Barro Colorado Island tropial
tree ensus. Three dierent ways of presenting RSA: (a) the
Preston plot, (b) the rank-abundane plot, and () the proba-
bility density funtion (the dashed line indiates a power-law
with exponent −1).
B. Speies-area relationship (SAR)
Generally, the number of deteted speies does not
sale linearly by inreasing the size of the sampled ter-
ritory. In order to haraterize this dependene, the
speies-area relationship is studied. This is done by on-
sidering larger and larger territories, and ounting the
number of speies present within these areas [7, 8, 25℄.
For a better statisti, sometimes an average speies num-
ber is alulated on several territories with similar areas.
The dependene of the average speies number on the
size of the sampling area is usually a power-law, with ex-
ponent in the range 0.150.5. As usual, the presene of
the saling is visually illustrated by using a log-log sale
like in (Fig. 2).
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FIG. 2: Speies-area saling for dierent BCI ensus data.
The ontinuous line suggests the power-law t in the limit of
large areas. Saling exponents in this limit are in the range
0.150.16 for the dierent ensus years. Both sales are loga-
rithmi.
C. The auto-orrelation funtion
In ase the individuals are restrited to a given spa-
tial position, like trees for example, one an haraterize
the spatial distribution of the individuals from a given
speies using an auto-orrelation funtion. This funtion
is dened as the usual auto-orrelation funtion in sta-
tistial physis, and haraterizes the probability density
that for a given individual an individual from the same
speies exists at a distane r. The way we onstrut the
C(r) auto-orrelation funtion is the following. First a
hek-board type uniform mesh is onsidered, and the
territory is divided into small, square-like domains (la-
beled by oordinates i, j) and the number of individuals
from the onsidered speies is determined in eah domain
(Ni,j). The auto-orrelation funtion for a relative oor-
dinate p, q (Cp,q) is alulated as
Cp,q =
〈
(Ni,j − 〈N〉)(Ni+p,j+q − 〈N〉)
〉
i,j
(1)
Here 〈N〉 denotes the average number of individuals from
the onsidered speies in the onstruted domains: 〈N〉 =
〈Ni,j〉i,j . Sine there is no reason to assume that the
distribution of the individuals is non-isotropi, we an
alulate the average of the Cp,q values for all p, q values
that are inside a ring with radius r and width ∆r (r ≤√
p2 + q2 ≤ r + ∆r), onsidering a reasonable small ∆r
value.
C(r) =
〈
Cp,q{r ≤
√
p2 + q2 ≤ r +∆r}
〉
p,q
(2)
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FIG. 3: The C(r) spatial orrelation funtion for the speies
that is most abundant among trees with a diameter larger
than 10 m (Trihilia tuberulata). Both sales are logarith-
mi. Figure a. shows the results onsidering all individuals
and Figure b. is obtained for trees with diameter larger than
10 m.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL DATA: THE BARRO
COLORADO ISLAND DATASET
The experimental results used for omparison are from
a detailed 50 hetares tropial forest tree ensus in Barro
Colorado Island (BCI), realized by the Smithsonian Trop-
ial Researh Institute, Center for Tropial Forest Siene
(CTFS) [23℄. BCI is loated in the Atlanti watershed of
the Gatun Lake (Panama) and was delared a biologial
reserve in 1923. It has been administrated by the Smith-
sonian Tropial Researh Institute sine 1946. From the
viewpoint of eologial studies, this island is ideal, be-
ause it is overed with a rain forest that is still unper-
turbed by human beings. The ora and fauna of Barro
Colorado Island have been studied extensively and in-
ventories have reported 1369 plant speies, 93 mammal
speies (inluding bats), 366 avian speies (inluding mi-
gratory), and 90 speies of amphibians and reptiles. The
tropial tree ensus was performed only on a small part
of this huge island, preisely on a 1000× 500 meters (50
hetares) area. The rst ensus was ompleted in 1982,
revealing a total of approximately 240,000 stems of 303
speies of trees and shrubs more than 1 m in diameter at
breast height. This CTFS program has an important ad-
vantage, beause in eah ensus, all free-standing woody
stems at least 10 mm diameter at breast height are iden-
tied, tagged, and mapped, and hene aurate statistis
an be made. Data is publily available for several years:
1982, 1985, 1990 and 1995 [27℄.
From the BCI data le it results that the studied area
embodies 316 tree speies, ontaining in total more than
320,000 individuals [23℄. The density of individuals for
the 1995 ensus is illustrated on Fig. 4 with a gray-sale
ode (darker region orresponds to higher density). In
the western part of the studied area lies a relatively large
swampland (lighter region in the left side of Fig. 5, i.e.
less trees). This area is eologially quite dierent from
the other parts (see for example the spatial distribution
of the most abundane speies: Hybanthus prunifolius
(Fig. 5). Therefore in determining the relevant maroeo-
logial measures only trees loated in the eastern square-
FIG. 4: Density of trees in the 1990 BCI ensus. The
graysale ode indiates the density, darker squares indiate
higher tree densities.
like part of this region (500×500meters) were onsidered.
FIG. 5: Spatial distribution of the most abundant speies:
Hybanthus prunifolius. The square on the left shows the
region in whih the relevant maroeologial measures were
omputed.
The relative speies abundane distribution for the
ensus from 1990 is illustrated in Fig. 1. The rank-
abundane plot and the probability density urves sug-
gest a saling with an obvious uto. The saling expo-
nent is lose to −1 (−0.98). Data for the other ensus
years gives very similar results.
For the BCI dataset the speies-area saling is not ob-
vious at all, sine the onsidered territory is quite small.
As it is visible on Fig. 2 the power-law trend appears only
in the limit of larger areas. The emergene of saling be-
omes more visible if one plots the loal exponent (loal
slope) of the urves plotted in Fig. 2. Considering the
ensus year 1995, on Fig. 6 we plot this variation. The
plot suggests in the limit of larger territories (area larger
than 1ha) a stable power-law trend haraterized by an
exponent around 0.16 . As Fig. 2 already suggests, simi-
lar results an be obtained for all ensus years, the stable
saling exponents varying between: 0.148 and 0.162. The
obtained exponents are in agreement with speies-area
saling results known in other maroeologial systems
[7℄.
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FIG. 6: Loal slope (saling exponent) of the urve plotted in
Fig. 2 for year 1995.
The C(r) auto-orrelation funtion, haraterizing the
spatial distribution of the 10 most abundant speies was
also alulated. For all of them, a power-law type de-
rease has been observed. As an example, on Fig. 3
the auto-orrelation funtion of the speies that is most
abundant among trees with a stem thiker than 10 m,
Trihilia tuberulata, is visible (the spatial distribution
of this speies was illustrated on Fig. 5). In Fig. 3a we
plotted the results obtained on all trees belonging to this
speies and on Fig. 3b we plotted the results obtained
for trees with diameter larger than 10 m. Both piture
suggest a power-law like derease for C(r).
V. A SIMPLE SPATIALLY EXPLICIT MODEL
There are numerous theoretial modeling eorts for un-
derstanding the relevant maroeologial measures like
the RSA distribution [925℄. Most of these models are
however mean-eld like approahes in the sense that the
spatiality of the individuals is lost, and the only relevant
quantity that haraterizes the system is the number of
individuals in eah speies. These models are usually
suessful for reproduing the right RSA urves. Our
goal here is to follow the idea proposed by Zillio et al.
[25℄ to go beyond the mean-eld approah and to study
a simple but still realisti, spatially expliit model. The
tropial tree system, where the oordinates of individuals
are xed, is espeially suited for suh an approah.
The model onsidered by us is disrete both in time
and spae and it is inspired by the lassial voter model
[28℄. Individuals are plaed on a predened lattie. Here,
for the sake of simpliity a simple square lattie was on-
sidered. Eah individual belongs to a given speies and
the state variable haraterizing eah lattie site odes
these speies. It is assumed that the lattie with sizes
L × L is always ompletely lled up, orresponding to
a onstant eologial saturation of the territory. Thus
the total number of individuals in the system is always
N = L × L. The number of possible states (speies) is
W , (W ≫ 1). The dynamis of the system is governed
by two adjustable parameters: p and q (0 < p, q ≪ 1).
In the beginning a randomly hosen Potts state
(speies) is assigned to eah lattie site (individual).
Starting from this random initial ondition at eah time
moment a site is randomly hosen and its state is reon-
sidered. This proess models the disappearane of one
tree and birth of a new individual in the opened nihe.
The p and q parameters will govern the seletion of the
new speies that oupies this free position.
• With probability 1 − q − p the state of the hosen
site is hanged to one of its 8 losest neighbors.
This is the most probable proess, sine both p
and q are muh smaller than one. It models the
quite ommon phenomenon, in whih a seed from
a neighboring plant will suessfully develop into a
tree.
• With probability q a randomly seleted speies is
assigned to the hosen site. This speies is seleted
with a uniform probability from the ensemble of
possible speies. If W is big enough and q muh
smaller than one, this proess is suitable for mod-
eling speiation, or immigration in the onsidered
territory.
• With probability p a speies already existing in the
lattie is assigned to the hosen site. This speies is
seleted by randomly hoosing a site from the other
N − 1 available ones and identifying the speies at
that site. The proess models diusion of seeds on
the onsidered territory, allowing seeds originating
from far away individuals to reah the onsidered
loation.
In order to be in agreement with reality, the param-
eters p and q are seleted as: 0 < q ≪ p ≪ 1. For
p = 0 and W ≫ N we regain the analytially tratable
model onsidered in [25℄. Due to the ombined short and
long-range interations the analytial treatment of the
model seems quite diult. The model is studied thus
by Monte Carlo (MC) simulations. In order to minimize
the eet of boundaries, periodi boundary onditions
are used. One MC step is dened as N updates of lattie
sites. Simulations performed on several systems proved
that in order to get realisti results for the nal, statisti-
ally stable state both q 6= 0 and p 6= 0 is neessary. For
q = 0 nally one of the speies will olonize the whole
territory. On the other hand, for p = 0 one would get
unrealistially ompat islands of speies, in obvious on-
tradition with the fratal-like intermixing observed from
the BCI dataset (see e.g. Fig. 7).
VI. MC SIMULATION RESULTS
For q 6= 0 and q ≪ 1 the model onverges to a statisti-
ally stable state with several oexisting speies. As an
6a. b. c.
FIG. 7: Spatial distribution of the abundant speies. Fig-
ure a. shows simulation results with p = 0, and gure b. is for
p=0.03. Figure . shows the spatial distribution of the abun-
dant Trihilia tuberulata speies in the BCI-1995 ensus. The
other simulation parameters are L = 500, q = 1.5× 10−5.
example, onsidering the p =0 simple ase and hoosing
L = 500, q = 0.0001 on Fig. 8 we illustrate the time
evolution of the total speies number (Ws) in the sys-
tem (thik ontinuous line). After 5000 MC steps the
Ws speies number reahes a stable limit and utuates
around Ws ≈ 400. On Fig. 8 we also show the time evo-
lution of the population (Ni) for two seleted speies, one
whih appears at a later time moment and prevails, and
one that appears quiker but gets extint during the sim-
ulation (thin dashed and ontinuous lines, respetively).
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FIG. 8: Time evolution of the total number of speies Ws
(thik ontinuous line) and the population of two seleted
speies (ontinuous and dashed thin line). Simulations on a
500× 500 square lattie, q = 0.0001, p = 0.
In order to get a realisti spatial distribution for the
abundant speies, p 6= 0 is also neessary. For p = 0
all speies will be distributed in island-like strutures
(Fig. 7a). Experimental results (Fig. 7) show however a
more homogeneous spatial distribution for all abundant
speies. By hoosing a 0 < p ≪ 1 value, one will get
results in better agreement with the experimental ones
(Fig. 7b).
Several values for the p and q parameters (0 < p, q ≪
1) are appropriate for generating RSA and speies-area
urves in reasonable agreement with the experimental re-
sults. Our goal here is to nd those parameter values
that will reprodue all the measured and previously dis-
ussed features of the BCI dataset. First, we are looking
for the p and q parameters that will lead to a statisti-
ally stable speies numberaround 300in the simu-
lated area. Seond, it is also desirable to get the relative
size of the most abundant speies (number of individuals
in the most abundant speies divided by N) of the same
magnitude as in the experimental data. For the BCI
dataset (ensus years 1982, 1985, 1990 and 1995) this
relative size is: 0.169, 0.17, 0.165 and 0.157, respetively.
Third, we are looking for a speies-area saling exponent
in the 0.140.17 range (Fig. 2) and an RSA probability
density that shows a saling with a −1 exponent and an
obvious uto for abundant speies (Fig. 1).
An extensive searh by MC simulations in the p-q pa-
rameter spae suggested the p = 0.03 and q = 1.5× 10−5
values. For these parameter values we got a stable speies
number around 300 and the relative size of the most
abundant speies 0.14. The speies-area urve (Fig. 9)
suggests a saling exponent of 0.156.
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FIG. 9: Simulation results for the speies-area urve (log-log
sale) after 10000 MC steps. The power-law t in the limit of
large areas is drawn with a dashed line. The saling exponent
is 0.156. The unit for area is hosen as 100× 100 lattie sites.
Simulation parameters: L = 500, p = 0.03 and q = 1.5×10−5 .
Moreover, nite-size eets in the speies-area urve
shape are also very similar with the ones experimentally
obtained. Plotting the loal slope of the urve in Fig. 9,
the trend presented in Fig. 10 is obtained. This trend an
be ompared with the one suggested by the BCI dataset
(Fig. 6 for the 1995 ensus data).
The shape of the RSA urve is also in good agreement
with the BCI results. Both the Preston plot (Fig. 11a)
and the probability density funtion (Fig. 11b) resembles
the experimentally observed ones (Fig. 1). The ρ(s) prob-
ability density has a saling in the limit of rare speies
haraterized by an exponent −0.97, lose to the experi-
mentally observed −0.98 value (Fig. 1).
Unfortunately, this spatially expliit model does not re-
produe the observed power-law type deay (Fig. 3) of the
auto-orrelation funtion. The model suggest an expo-
nential deay for the abundant speies for all reasonable
p and q parameter values. In partiular, for the above
disussed optimal p and q values, again an exponential
deay is observed for the abundant speies (Fig. 12).
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FIG. 10: Loal slope (saling exponent) of the urve plotted
in Fig. 9.
VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
A simple spatially expliit model, whih was rst on-
sidered in [25℄, was extended here for explaining the sta-
tistial properties of individuals and speies in a tropial
tree ommunity. The model is dened on a square lattie
and it is inspired by the lassial voter model [28℄. It de-
sribes in a realisti manner the spatiality of individuals,
birth and death proesses, diusion of seeds and speia-
tion events. Within the model the dynamis of speies
is governed by two adjustable parameters, p and q. The
parameter q denes the probability of speiation, or im-
migration events. The parameter p desribes the proba-
bility for the global seed diusions within the onsidered
territory.
The system was studied by large sale Monte Carlo
simulations and the p and q parameters were adjusted for
reproduing optimally all experimentally studied maroe-
ologial measures. For reasonable values of p and q the
model is suessful in explaining the experimentally de-
teted speies number, relative size of the most abun-
dant speies, the good speies-area saling and the shape
of the RSA urves. The model also generates a visually
good spatial distribution of individuals within a speies.
The best model parameters were found as p = 0.03 and
q = 1.5×10−5. Beside all these suesses, the model fails
to reprodue the experimentally observed power-law de-
ay for the auto-orrelation funtion of the individuals
within a speies as a funtion of separation distane. As
one would naturally expet from a lattie models where
the loal interations are dominating (p, q ≪ 1), simula-
tions lead to an exponential deay. This result suggests
that in reality long-range interations might be more im-
portant than it was onsidered in this simple approah.
As nal onlusion, it an be stated that in spite of its
simpliity, the present model is suessful in explaining
the majority of the experimentally available maroeo-
logial measures. More omplex models are needed how-
ever in order to fully understanding all aspets of spatial
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FIG. 11: Simulation results for the RSA urves after 10000
MC steps. Figure a. shows the lassial Preston plot, gure b.
the rank-abundane urve and gure . the ρ(s) probability-
density funtion. The dashed line suggests a power-law with
exponent −1. Simulation parameters: L = 500, p = 0.03 and
q = 1.5× 10−5.
distribution of speies in the tropial tree ommunities.
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